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Abstract

Genetic algorithms �GAs� and heuristic search are shown to be
structurally similar� The strength of the correspondence and its prac�
tical consequences are demonstrated by considering the relationship
between �tness functions in GAs and the heuristic functions of AI�
By examining the extent to which �tness functions approximate an
AI ideal� a measure of GA search di�culty is de�ned and applied to
previously studied problems� The success of the measure in predict�
ing GA performance �	� illustrates the potential advantages of view�
ing evolutionary search from a heuristic search perspective and �
�
appears to be an important step towards answering a question that
has been the subject of much research in the GAs community� what
makes search hard �or easy� for a GA�

Submitted to the International Joint Conference on Arti�cial Intelligence�
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� Introduction

The primary aim of this paper is to establish a connection between genetic
algorithms �GAs� and heuristic search� The foundation of the connection is
the close correspondence between the �tness landscapes of GAs and the state
spaces of heuristic search� We illustrate the practical consequences of this
by studying how the degree to which a GA �tness function approximates an
ideal of heuristic search provides a useful indicator of search di	culty for the
GA�

Sections 
 and � introduce GAs and a formal model of �tness landscapes�
Section � shows how this model is closely related to state space search and
in section � we demonstrate how this connection can be exploited� Subsec�
tion ��� provides background on an important area of research within GAs
the question of what it is that makes a problem hard �or easy� for a GA�
subsection ��
 presents an overview of a measure of di	culty called ��tness
distance correlation� �FDC� that correlates well with observed GA perfor�
mance� section ��� summarizes the results that we have obtained with the
FDC measure� The consistent reliability of FDC indicates that we have iden�
ti�ed an important aspect of problem di	culty for a GA� The development of
the measure resulted directly from thinking of the GA within the framework
of heuristic search in a state space�

� Genetic Algorithms

GAs were introduced by Holland ��
� as a computational analog of adaptive
systems� They are modeled loosely on the principle of evolution via natural
selection employing a population of individuals that undergo selection in the
presence of variation�inducing operators such as mutation and recombination
�crossover�� A �tness function is used to evaluate individuals and reproduc�
tive success varies with �tness� In early implementations individuals were
typically represented by �xed�length binary strings but other representations
are now common including arrays of �oating point numbers arrays of inte�
gers representing permutations lisp S�expressions and variable�length over�
and under�speci�ed strings� Every aspect of Holland�s original formulation
of GAs has been questioned and modi�ed and as a result there are many
algorithms that can be classed as GAs� In this paper we will concentrate on






the performance of a quite standard GA that uses �xed�length strings �not
always binary� for individuals� The string representing an individual is often
referred to as its genome locations on the genome are termed loci and the
value found at a locus is an allele� Consistent use of terminology based on
the biological metaphor to which the algorithm owes its origin is common
in the �eld�

The original idea was to create an algorithm which at least to some
extent modeled the richness seen in adaptive systems� In the original ter�
minology what has become known as a GA was called a �genetic adaptive
plan�� Recent attention has focussed largely on the use of GAs for function
optimization and the algorithm has been cast as a search algorithm that
attempts only to locate highly �t individuals� This is a signi�cant narrow�
ing of the original vision� For instance in a GA the �ttest individual in a
population is not guaranteed to survive into the next generation and thus an
extremely good solution to the �tness function may be discovered and subse�
quently lost �without being recorded�� As a function optimization strategy
this behavior is questionable� Modi�cations to the GA that are intended to
increase its performance as a function optimizer are now in common use� for
example the addition of elitism to avoid losing good individuals �
��� Pro�
posed modi�cations to the GA are evaluated by their creators and by the
GA community almost exclusively in terms of their performance as function
optimizers�

� A Model Of Fitness Landscapes

The biological metaphor of a �tness landscape is compelling� However the
increased use of the term has not resulted in a standard de�nition of what a
�tness landscape is� The metaphor originated with the work of Wright in the
����s ���� and has had a history of ambiguous usage ����� One of Wright�s
views of a �tness landscape regards each possible population as a point in
a high�dimensional space on a surface of mean population �tness� This is
the basic perspective of recent work on GAs using Markov chain analysis
�
��� Another view of �tness landscapes usually less formal represents each
individual as a point in a high�dimensional space �a space of individuals
instead of a space of populations�� Each of these points is assigned a �tness
an extra dimension which is visualized as a height� The set of all �tnesses
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creates a �tness surface� Under the in�uence of evolution individuals and
their o�spring adjust their positions on this surface according to the intensity
of selection the mutation rate and so on� Selection acts to drive populations
uphill towards peaks while mutation produces drift in a population� From a
function optimization point of view the GA can be thought of as trying to
locate and scale high peaks on a �tness landscape�

We are concerned with the second of these descriptions� This interpreta�
tion has an intuitive appeal but it is lacking mathematically� In particular it
lacks the fundamental notion that makes all landscape�related terminology
sensible� This is a concept of neighborhood� All landscape�related terms
such as �peak� implicitly rely on a knowledge of neighborhood� A point
cannot be a peak unless it is higher than its neighboring points� Additional
shortcomings are described in the model of landscapes developed in ����� In
that model a landscape is a directed graph whose edges correspond to the
action of an operator �such as mutation or crossover�� Vertices correspond to
the inputs and outputs of an operator� Thus if crossover transforms a pair
of individuals �A�B� into another pair �A�� B �� then the landscape graph has
a directed edge from a vertex representing �A�B� to a vertex representing
�A�� B��� The edge is labeled with the probability that crossover produces
�A�� B�� from �A�B�� Under this model when an algorithm employs several
operators there are several landscapes� If we consider mutation crossover
and selection to be operators a GA is making transitions on three landscapes�
a mutation landscape a crossover landscape and a selection landscape� Fig�
ure � illustrates this process�

If one adopts this model the di	culties with the current notions of land�
scapes are removed� The model acknowledges that operators de�ne a neigh�
borhood� Until an operator has been speci�ed no landscape can exist� We
will not be tempted to compare crossover in terms of the mutation land�
scape since crossover has its own landscape and the two have nothing to do
with each other�� The model says nothing about dimensionality or distance
making it possible to consider landscapes whose vertices correspond to lisp S�
expressions or permutations of integers� This allows a common framework for
genetic programming and other evolutionary algorithms that do not operate
on �xed�length bit strings�

�This is not to say that we can ignore the result of employing both in an algorithm�
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Fig �� A simpli�ed view of a GA operating on three landscapes� The
landscape graphs are idealizations of far larger structures and self�loops in
the graph created when an operator does not a�ect a vertex have been
omitted� The GA is seen as taking steps on the mutation landscape then
pairing individuals �probably according to �tness� thereby forming vertices
on the crossover landscape upon which moves are made before the entire
population is gathered into a vertex on the selection landscape where a step
is taken� Finally the population is decomposed into individuals which again
correspond to vertices on the mutation landscape�

� Genetic Algorithms and Heuristic Search

GAs have generally been regarded as having little connection with heuristic
state�space search �see for example �
���� However an informative corre�
spondence can be established which is based on the observation that state
spaces and landscapes are both labeled directed graphs and that the algo�
rithms move on these graphs while searching� Naturally there are di�erences
between these algorithms as they operate on their respective graphs� These
di�erences include� ��� The problems addressed by heuristic search com�
monly specify a starting state and�or a goal state whereas the problems
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addressed by GAs rarely do� �
� GAs are typically applied to problems that
require only the location of a vertex that satis�es the search whereas heuris�
tic algorithms often require the construction of a path through the graph�
��� GAs are often applied to problems that do not specify how an acceptable
solution can be recognized� ��� GAs routinely violate both of the conditions
of systematicity given by Pearl �
�� �page ���� �Do not leave any stone un�
turned �unless you are sure there is nothing under it��� and �Do not turn
any stone more than once�� ��� The graphs searched via heuristic algorithms
often have some prede�ned connectivity determined for instance by the me�
chanical properties of a puzzle� ��� GAs navigate on several graphs whereas
state space search algorithms tend to navigate on a single one�

These di�erences are important for the consideration of any speci�c prob�
lem but in a wider view of the process of search the di�erences are less im�
portant than the underlying similarity of the two processes� The similarities
make possible the transfer of knowledge between the �elds� Some of these
apparent di�erences are simply the result of terminology� For example if
instead of talking of individuals �tness functions landscapes global optima
and navigation strategies ���� we talk of problem states heuristic functions
state spaces �or databases� goal states and control strategies a large part of
the mapping from one domain to the other is automatic� Further it could
be argued that heuristic algorithms also process populations in the form
of OPEN lists and through explicit manipulation of partial solutions that
represent sets of complete solutions �as in branch and bound algorithms��
Similarities are also found in the choices that must be made before the algo�
rithms can be used� For example in both cases we must ��� decide exactly
what it is that we consider worth looking at �these objects create vertices
in the graphs �
� consider how to generate new potential solutions from old
�this is the choice of operators which create edges in the graphs�� and ���
choose a function that attaches labels to vertices that will be used to guide
the search� The central claim of this paper is that the similarities between
the �elds are well worth attending to� The common framework makes it
possible to consider one algorithm in light of research done in the other �eld
the subject of the remainder of this paper�

�GAs are often presented as having a prede�ned set of domain�independent operators
�mutation and crossover�� However� there are many di�erent forms of crossover and muta�
tion� especially for nonbinary representations and function optimization applications� In
some cases special�purpose operators are used� which have little if any biological rationale�
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� Using The Correspondence

We turn now to a demonstration of the usefulness of the correspondence
between GAs and heuristic search� We concentrate on the relationship be�
tween the �tness function of a GA and the heuristic function used in heuristic
search� Both of these functions are used to label the vertices of graphs and
the values directly in�uence the direction of search in their respective algo�
rithms� As there are many theoretical results concerning heuristic functions
and relatively few concerning �tness functions it is natural to ask whether
the knowledge developed in the �eld of heuristic search is applicable to GAs�
We will approach this problem by �rst presenting an overview of a question
from the theory of GAs that has arguably received more attention than any
other in that �eld� Then through considering �tness functions as heuristic
functions and asking how good they appear to be from the perspective of
heuristic search we present a simple and e�ective measure of search di	culty
for a GA�

��� What Makes A Problem Hard For A GA�

Perhaps more than any other question research into the foundations of GAs
has focussed on identifying factors that in�uence the ability of the algorithm
to solve problems� This has been the explicit agenda of research on deceptive
functions ��� some Walsh polynomials �
 �
� and royal road functions �
���
The question is also addressed by those who seek methods of improving the
performance of the GA in some way� An example of the latter is consider�
ation of when using a Gray code to represent numeric parameters is more
e�ective than a binary code ���� These e�orts have all produced interesting
results but have not resulted in general theories about what makes a problem
di	cult� This is not surprising since the question is hardly a simple one but
we seem far from a good understanding of the factors that make a problem
di	cult for a GA� This is illustrated by the royal road functions that were
recently designed by Mitchell et al� �
��� They constructed two functions
RR� and RR
� RR
 was very similar to RR� but contained a �royal road� of
building blocks that were expected to lead the GA directly to the solution�
The initial idea was to compare how the GA processed these building blocks
combining them to form the complete solution to the problem� RR� did not
contain intermediate�level building blocks and was thus expected to pose far
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more di	culty to the algorithm� The study did not work out as expected�
the GA actually proved slightly better on RR� than on RR
� As this exam�
ple illustrates our understanding of the behavior of GAs is incomplete� In
particular even on very simple well�understood and apparently transparent
problems our ideas of di	culty may be far from correct�

Horn and Goldberg ���� recently stated �If we are ever to understand how
hard a problem GAs can solve how quickly and with what reliability we
must get our hands around what �hard� is�� The study of deceptive functions
has resulted in a subsection of the GA community believing that deceptive
problems are di	cult for the algorithm�� There have even been claims that
deceptive problems are the only di	cult problems for the algorithm ���� Oth�
ers question the relevance of deception to real�world problems� Grefenstette
���� showed that the existence of deception is neither necessary not su	cient
for a problem to be hard for a GA� This prompted quali�cations regard�
ing the type of deception that was important and the degree of deception
etc� There currently exist several types of deception and several groups of
researchers ranging from those who believe deception is irrelevant to those
who believe that little else is�

Another attempt to capture what it is that de�nes GA di	culty is cen�
tered around the notion of �rugged �tness landscapes�� At an informal level
it is commonly held that the more rugged a �tness landscape is the more
di	cult it is to search� While this statement undoubtedly carries some truth
�ruggedness� is not easily quanti�ed� Additionally the informal claim breaks
down� For example Horn and Goldberg ���� have constructed a landscape
with a provably maximal number of local optima but the problem is readily
solved by a GA� At the other extreme a relatively smooth landscape may be
maximally di	cult to search as in �needle in a haystack� problems� Thus
even before we can de�ne what ruggedness might mean it is clear that our
intuitive notion of ruggedness will not always be reliable as an indicator of
di	culty and we can expect that it will be extremely di	cult to determine
when the measure is reliable� The most successful measure of ruggedness
developed to date has been the calculation of �correlation length� by Wein�
berger ���� which was the basis for the work of Manderick et al� �
���

�Informally� a deceptive function is one in which the low�order building blocks are
misleading in the sense that the search is directed away from the global optimum� Several
di�erent formal de�nitions of deception have been proposed �see� for example� 	
����
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��� Fitness Distance Correlation

The correlation between �tness and distance from the nearest point that
would satisfy the object of the search is a concept that arises from a sim�
ple observation about GA �tness functions� For every search space with a
single global optimum there exists a connected landscape graph under the
de�nitions found in ���� with a �tness function that makes the landscape
unimodal�� For example consider the landscape graph whose vertices cor�
respond to permutations of the integers � to n with edges induced by the
remove�and�reinsert operator which removes an element from a permutation
and inserts it elsewhere� A �tness function that assigned to a permutation
the minimal number of remove�and�reinsert operations required to reach the
global optimum would make the landscape unimodal� In a sense this �tness
function would be ideal since it would immediately allow polynomial time
solution of NP�complete problems such as the Traveling Salesman Problem
via the use of steepest ascent hillclimbing� It naturally follows that we cannot
hope to �nd such �tness functions but it might be reasonable to expect that
the more a �tness function resembles this ideal the simpler the landscape
will be to search�

In GAs a �tness function is typically regarded as a measure of individual
worth in isolation� That is the �tness of an individual depends only on the
individual� In the function described above this is not the case� The �tness
of an individual is completely dependent on its position relative to another
individual� The ideal �tness function above is actually providing a distance�
This notion of distance is a well�known important property of good heuristic
functions� In other words the type of �tness function we would most like
in a GA is exactly what is explicitly sought in an heuristic function� If
we assume that the closer our �tness functions approximate the AI ideal
the easier GA search will be and can quantify how well they do this we
have a measure of GA search di	culty� The usefulness of the measure will
provide an indication of how realistic the original assumption was� The more
the measure is useful the more evidence we have that the correspondence
between GAs and heuristic search is meaningful�

The easiest way to measure the extent to which the �tness function values
are correlated with distance to a global optimum is naturally to examine a

�Note that� in general� this is not enough to guarantee that the problem will become
simple� as in the long path constructions of Horn et al� 	��� but in our case it will�
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problem with known optima take a sample of individuals and compute the
correlation coe	cient r given the set of ��tness distance� pairs� Clearly this
method requires prior knowledge of the optima of the function a situation
that is unlikely to exist in real�world search functions� However in the study
of di	culty for GAs researchers have left behind a trail of functions whose
optima are known which we will study here� If we are maximizing some
function we should hope that �tness increases as distance to a global maxima
decreases� With an ideal �tness function r will therefore be ����� When
minimizing the ideal �tness function will have r � ���� In this paper we
will always be maximizing� Given a set F � ff�� f�� � � � � fng of n individual
�tnesses and a corresponding set D � fd�� d�� � � � � dng of the n distances to
the nearest global maximum the correlation coe	cient is calculated in the
usual way as

r �
cFD

�F�D

where

cFD �
�

n� �

nX

i��

�fi � f��di � d�

is the covariance of F and D and �F  �D f and d are the standard deviations
and means of F and D� Correlation proves to be quite useful in practice
but it is important to remember that it is only a summary statistic and that
there can be a strong relationship between �tness and distance that will not
be detected by correlation� The scatter plots can sometimes reveal structure
that correlation misses�

��� Summary of Results

We calculated �tness distance correlation �FDC� on a number of well�known
functions from the GA literature� A full discussion of these results can be
found in ����� Here we simply present some �gures from that paper and give
a brief summary of the results� Our initial investigation was designed to
give a quick indication of the potential usefulness of FDC by examining as
many problems as possible rather than doing detailed analysis on just a few�
We chose to test FDC in three ways� ��� to con�rm our knowledge about
the behavior of a GA on a number of reasonably well�studied problems �
�
to test whether FDC would have predicted results that at one time seemed
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Fig �� Summary of results� Horizontal position is merely for grouping
vertical position indicates the value of r� Abbreviation explanations and
problem sources are given in Table ����



surprising and ��� to investigate whether FDC could detect di�erences in
coding and representation�

Figure 
 shows the r values for some instances of all the problems that we
studied� The vertical axis corresponds to the value of r obtained� Problems
that are discussed together in this paper are grouped together on the hori�
zontal axis� An explanation of the abbreviations used in the �gure together
with a short description of the problems and their sources can be found in
Table �� Figures � to � show some example scatter plots of �tness and dis�
tance from which r is computed� The plots represent all the points in the
space unless a number of samples is mentioned� In these scatter plots a small
amount of noise has been added to distances �and in some cases �tnesses�
so that identical �tness�distance pairs can be easily identi�ed �

� which in
many cases makes it far easier to see the relationship between �tness and
distances� This noise was not used in the calculation of r it is for display
purposes only� The table and these �gures are taken from �����

Figure 
 shows that the fully deceptive problems and Holland�s royal
road function have positive correlation indicating that they are misleading
in the sense that increases in �tness are associated with greater distance
from the goal� Grefenstette�s non�deceptive but hard function also falls into
this group� Easy problems including Grefenstette�s deceptive but simple
problem all receive negative correlation� An exception to this are some of
De Jong�s functions in which Hamming cli�s in the encoding create a scatter
plot that is not well summarized by correlation as is seen in Figure �� FDC
shows a nice gradation of NK landscape problems which is in line with results
that show that these landscapes get harder very quickly as K increases �
���
FDC also predicts that the maximally rugged function will be easy which
it is� It could have been used to predict the surprises encountered by GA
researchers on the Tanese functions and the royal road functions RR� and
RR
� The one max problem exhibits perfect negative correlation as would
be expected� Some problems have r � ��� such as the needle in a haystack
problem the busy beaver problems and the di	cult Tanese functions� These
are the problems that are best deserving of the name �hard�� All of them
are also known to be hard�

FDC also made predictions that led to the discovery of an unknown aspect
of the question about the relative worth of Gray coding versus binary coding�
Previous work by Caruana and Scha�er on the De Jong functions found some
di�erences between the two codings ���� FDC suggested that the di�erence
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Abbreviation Problem Description Source
BBk Busy Beaver problem with k states� ��� ���
Deb � Goldberg ��bit fully deceptive and easy functions� ���
Fk�j� De Jong�s function k with j bits� �
� ��
GFk�j� As above though Gray coded� �
� ��
Goldberg Korb � Deb ��bit fully deceptive� ��� ���
Grefenstette easy The deceptive but easy function� ����
Grefenstette hard The non�deceptive but hard function� ����
Holland royal road Holland�s 
���bit royal road function� ��� ���
Horn Goldberg � Deb The long path problem with �� bits� ����
Horn � Goldberg The maximally rugged function with �� bits� ����
Liepins � Vose �k� Deceptive problem with k bits� �
� 
��
NIAH Needle in a haystack�
NK�n� k� Kau�man�s NK landscape with N � n K � k� �
��
One Max Maximizing ones in a bit string� ���
RR�n� k� Mitchell et al� n�bit royal road k�bit blocks� �
� ��
Tanese �l� n� o� l�bit Tanese function of n terms order o� ��
 ��
Whitley Fk ��bit fully deceptive function k� ����

Table �� The problems of Figure 
� Where a problem has two sources the
�rst denotes the original statement of the problem and the second contains
the description that was implemented�

would depend on the number of bits used to encode numeric parameters� This
prediction appears true as we determined experimentally �data not shown��
For example on F
 according to FDC binary coding will prove better when
� bits are used Gray will be better when �
 or 
� bits are used and the
codings will be approximately equivalent with �� bits� FDC also indicated
that Gray coding would be signi�cantly better than binary coding on F�
though Caruana and Scha�er had found no signi�cant di�erence� This was
resolved by reducing the resources of the GA to make the global optimum
less likely to be discovered� When this was done the di�erence predicted by
FDC was observed �data not shown��
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� Conclusion

This paper has demonstrated a correspondence between genetic algorithms
and heuristic state space search� A formal model of �tness landscapes upon
which genetic algorithms are often described as operating shows these to
be labeled directed graphs� These graphs have much in common with the
state spaces in which heuristic search can be described as operating� If the
biological motivation and language of genetic algorithms is set aside it is
possible to view both algorithms as searching graphs� This similarity is
more than structural the choices involved are the same in both cases and
give rise to the components of these graphs in similar ways� As evidence
that the correspondence is meaningful we investigated how the theory of
heuristic functions can be used to assess the worth of �tness functions in
the genetic algorithm� This results in a measure of search di	culty for the
genetic algorithm that correlates well with our knowledge and which brings
us closer to understanding what it is that makes problems hard �or easy� for
that algorithm� In addition the measure made predictions about previously
unknown di�erences in encoding that proved accurate� These preliminary
results indicate the strong potential for fruitful interaction between the �elds
of heuristic search and genetic algorithms�
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